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Abstract: The evolution of telecommunications systems emphasizes the importance of RF energy in the surroundings. This energy can be utilized for less power device namely wireless sensor network. The performance of small DC/RF converter is calculated in this paper in sequence to emulate the WSN performance for energy recovered. Specially to attain the performance in GSM band the efficient rectifier is achieved. Based on the selection of rectifying diode the design methodology works and causes the losses in rectifying antenna. By employing the slope method the advantageous performance is obtained in Advanced Design System (ADS) software. Implementing Schottky diodes in rectifier and voltage doubler HSMS 2850 is used. RF/DC conversion the maximum efficiency is 38% is achieved with 10dBm input power level. A uniform distribution of sensor node with network loads is utilized to control the WSN performance of Base station location as well as distance. For such reason Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol is utilized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The necessitate to prevent natural disasters due to changes in the environment has paved way for the development of sensor nodes in latest years [1]. The nodes of devices are small devices which have the ability to do easy measurements in nearby environment. The function of such node is transmitting and collecting the information with the help of radio waves which forms the WSN. WSN has the advantage of offering network flexibility as well as mobility when to compare to wired network.

In addition, a wired system constituting a number of nodes can be difficult in particular applications namely structural monitoring [2]. For instance to monitor light, people present and various environmental situations with better resolutions in same building hundreds of sensor nodes is used in IoT applications [3],[4].Moreover, the WSN development is emphasized by latest version in the small rechargeable batteries growth [5] offered to the sensor node with the life time corresponding to the battery capacity. Battery is the major constraint in the WSN operations due to the function of replacing/recharging the batteries is high price during placing the WSN in hard to reach position. To overcome such problem recycling ambient energy namely the sun, vibration, wind, electromagnetic wave, light, heat placed in surrounding area of sensor point. Such study is referred as Energy harvesting [6].Converting one energy source into DC power is energy harvesting. The difference in the Energy Harvesting techniques thus arises by choice of the utilized main source. Well Known Sources namely wind, sun, and vibrations have been illustrated via different transduction mechanisms, to produce sufficient quantity of energy [6] [7] [8]. Though, such sources are intermittent as they based on the variations in the sun and wind seasons. For other temperature like heat are still in mechanical vibrations [9-12]. Due to this reason, the selection is emphasized of energy and illustrates a consistency level because of number of radiation sources which is shown in the Figure 1.

Research on WSNs has been focused by a general parameter: Energy efficiency. The WSN node is generally powered by batteries. If the energy becomes drain at once, the node is “dead.” The batteries can be recharged or replaced only in certain situations. Moreover the recharging/replacement operation is found to be slow, costly, and decreases network performance. Different methods namely duty cycle and power control based process is put forth to minimize the energy.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM OF RF/DC CONVERTER WITH HIGH-EFFICIENCY FOR AMBIENT POWER HARVESTING IN GSM BAND

In this work, main aim is to intend the small circuit to convert the ambient RF energy with effective manner. Better power density in GSM band is considered. The smallness of above circuit includes a rectifying diode and later located in a Schenkel voltage doubler rectifier which is illustrate in the figure 2. The circuit provides a DC voltage output equivalent to double the input AC amplitude signal.
A. Selection of Rectifying Diode

It is a vital component of rectenna because shaping of RF signals received by the antenna. It is highly significant to go for high-sensitivity rectifier to provide sufficient quantity of DC power keeping in view two factors – received low power density, high frequency of signals and to reach the maximum conversion efficiency.

![Fig. 2.Schenkel Voltage Doubler Rectifier.](image)

B. Battery models

Generally batteries are perfect storage energy devices comprising a fixed sum of energy in units. For example a network process that involves - receiving or sending a packet, utilizes a specific amount of energy units, based on the cost of operation. The battery capacity is supposed to be minimized by process only when the process is done. The real batteries will process in various manner. Moreover all batteries will undergo self-discharge due to internal chemical activity. Additionally, when discharging and charging the battery some energy is lost. In addition, when discharging and charging battery a few energy is lost.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In Schenkel-type voltage doubler the selected diode HSMS 2850 is utilized. Realization and simulation of the circuit is done along with the components ranges, is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the circuit, a SMA connector connects the rectifier to the microwave source. The circuit is designed using ADS software. At 4.7nF the capacitor values is setted initially and the load resistance is operated −10 dBm input power. The outcome shows that the designed circuit can obtain a −22.5 dBm maximum power with an 1.23 kΩ optimum load.

![Fig. 3.Simulated and Manufactured Rectifier Circuit.](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, Energy harvesting system design using WSN on the basis of recovering the ambient electromagnetic energy is presented. At first the sensor node energy budget in WSN LEACH protocol is evaluated. In GSM band to attain the good performance the small rectenna is designed in GSM band is realized. The small circuit is made up of a simple rectifier for shaping the RF signals. From the comparison of different diodes used for RF/DC conversion that Avago HSMS 2850 diode is the right choice and losses is decreased during such process of conversion. The result of the rectifier shows that an output 2.2 μW DC power is dissipated with an input power level of -10dBm and an optimum load resistance of 1.2 kΩ. The improved energy is utilized to demonstrate the physical limit on a WSN. This energy is compared with the sensor node energy budget in LEACH protocol. Distance between WSN and base station is utilized as enslavement parameter. For fast varying occurrence, Base station is placed inside or close to WSN. Though for the last round, the BS is placed away from 3km form the WSN covered area.
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